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Micro BlogIN: The Ultimate Twitter Alternative Launched by
Trilok Singh
Web Version of a New Microblogging Platform Named Micro BlogIN Launched: CEO, Trilok
Singh.

Madhepura, Bihar May 19, 2023 (Issuewire.com)  -  Social Media or New Media has become an
integral part of our lives, and Twitter is one of the most popular microblogging platforms worldwide.
However, CEO Trilok Singh has now launched India's first alternative of Twitter named Micro BlogIN
after the success journey of Youth Darpan, IASmind and Post A2Z social media platforms and Apps,
which promises to revolutionize the way we communicate online. Micro BlogIN’s interface is available in
English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, and Japanese languages. 

It Developed on pure native php code, without the use of any frameworks, It used the most popular
technologies such as PHP, Bootstrap, jQuery, VueJS, CSS, HTML, and others. Thus, it is based on the
foundation of well organized and well structured source code. It offers a Short Tweet and Retweet
system, which allows users to share their thoughts and ideas in just a few words (Maximum post
character length on Micro BlogIN- 600 Words), The CEO, Trilok Singh, said in a statement.

The microblogging platform also offers Polls, Story, Chat, Like, Upload images & videos, Import GIFs,
News feed, monetization, ability to add your city in profile settings and Notifications system, making it a
one-stop-platform for all your social media needs. It can speak your languages and users can change
their theme colors and users can follow other users and be followed back, just like Twitter. Some of the
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Key Features of Micro BlogIN are listed below:

Micro BlogIN: Key Features 

Tweet and Retweet system, Polls, Import GIFs, News feed, Story, Chat, Day and Night modes,
Notifications system, Like, Comment and Wallet system. At Micro BlogIN, users can tweet text, photos,
and videos, a user can follow other users and be followed back. A user can also search for specific
topics and hashtags. Here, Every user has their own individual feed where they can see updates from
the people they follow -Users can direct messages to each other.

In short, Tweet sharing, Embed post, Ads, Affiliate, Voice recorder, User & Tweet report, Tweet hiding,
User Block/Unblock, Bookmarks, User profile, Profile privacy, Post privacy, Follow privacy,
Follow/Unfollow, Emoji, Multi language system, RTL support, and oAuth login is the major features of
this microblogging platform. Many payment methods such as Razorpay, Stripe, PayPal, Paystack,
Alipay and Bank Wire are available here. The ability to transfer money from a user's wallet to another
user. The ability to login through other social networks.

Moreover, A premium system that allows you to disable ads (And many upcoming features that will be
released soon) for a paid subscription. Monetize with Micro BlogIN through native ads, premium
subscriptions, and ad networks like Google AdSense, Yandex, Direct, and Facebook Ads. Handles
content load seamlessly with optimized, lightweight, serving up to 1 million active users effortlessly.
Thoughtful and convenient interface ensures an optimal user experience, making it accessible and easy
to use for everyone. Publishing system enables high-quality content posting in various formats,
continuously expanding with each update.

"I believe that Social Media or New Media should be a tool for connection and collaboration, rather than
a source of negativity and division": Micro BlogIN CEO, Trilok Singh.

Despite all of this, Micro BlogIn offers a Hashtags system to help you find relevant content and connect
with like-minded people. Tweet sharing is made easy with the platform's Premium Account, which
allows you to embed posts and even run ads. Micro BlogIN also has a Voice recorder feature, which
enables users to record and post audio messages. The Tweet repost feature allows you to share other
people's tweets with your followers, and the User Block/Unblock function ensures that you have control
over who can interact with you.

The platform also offers Bookmarks, which allows you to save posts for later viewing. The User profile
feature allows you to customize your profile and set Profile privacy and Post privacy settings. You can
also Follow/Unfollow other users and use Emoji to express your emotions. The platform also allows
users to upload images and videos in high quality for free. The chat feature allows users to connect with
their followers in real-time. Micro BlogIN is a game-changer in the world of social media, offering a fresh
and innovative approach to microblogging. It provides a user-friendly interface with a series of features
that cater to all your social media needs.

With Micro BlogIN, you can connect with people, share your thoughts and ideas, and stay up-to-date
with the latest news and trends. It is an Ultimate Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) based Platform that
supports a 'Follow and Tweet System' like world's leading social networking sites (SNSs). It is a place
for you to share the things and ideas that are important to you and your community that will strengthen
Democracy. You own all of the Tweet and information that you tweeted, and you can control how it is
shared through your Account Privacy and Tweet settings.
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Despite this, Micro BlogIN offers a new and exciting alternative to Twitter, offering a range of features
that make it stand out from the crowd. CEO Trilok Singh has created a platform that is user-friendly,
innovative, and perfect for anyone looking to connect with others and share their ideas. It is definitely
worth checking out for those looking for a fresh take on microblogging. So, why not give Micro BlogIN a
try and see for yourself how it can change the way you communicate online?

Media Contact

Micro BlogIN

ceo@microblogin.com

Pashupati Villa, Ward No 10, Babhani, Madhepura, Bihar- 852131

Source : Micro BlogIN
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